Our step-by-step guide to help you achieve
geometric growth with your brand.

INTRO

Your Brand2 is our guide to help you multiply the effectiveness of your brand to the
people that matter most. Our 6-step process will help you map out each stage and
allow you to create a lean-plan, that can be brought into action the very next day.
The 6 steps are as follows…
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Define what you would like to do commercially?
Determine the big idea or ideas that encapsulates what you do?
Identify who you need to attract or get closer too?
Decide what are the best ways to reach them?
Generate a series of little ideas to seduce, persuade and educate those 		
people.
Whilst measuring those activities to optimise what is working.

The map is your ‘plan-on-a-page’ that will help you get started almost straight away.
If you have any problems or would like any further information, please let us know?
Thanks,
The Loft Team

BRANDS

UNIVERSAL

SPECIALISED

YOUR BRAND

Many brands have a universal appeal, their customers,
staff and major stakeholders are all different. They
use a wide variety of communications methods to
get their message out, they mean different things to
different people. They are very active and measure the
effectiveness of everything. This is the case for many
‘Business to Consumer’ brands.

Some brands are much more specialised. They
have a very specific offering, one or two customer
or client types with whom they have very deep
relationships and perhaps only a handful of different
brand communications - this can often be the case for
various service companies like specialist legal firms or
technology companies.

The vast majority of brands are somewhere in the middle,
they have a variety of stakeholders, different ways to
reach them and a brand which is reasonably well defined
but also means certain things to certain people. None
of the three methods mentioned are correct, it is about
whatever works for your company and your brand.

YOUR
COMMERCIAL
GOAL
Your brand should serve your business not the other way
round. It is about ensuring that you attract more of the right
people to help your brand grow.
Commercial goals may include…
-

Increase Turnover
Increase Profit Levels
Increase Customer Retention
Increase Staff Retention
Increase Company ‘Buy-In’ From Contractors/		
Freelancers
Energise Staff, Suppliers, Board Members
Introduce A New Product
Demonstrate A New Direction Or Change Of 		
Leadership
Command Greater Trust From Various Stakeholders
Repair A Damaged Reputation

What do you want to achieve commercially with your
organisation?

YOUR
BIG IDEA
Your BIG IDEA is what is special about your brand? It
can be one idea, or a collection of ideas. Some may call
it a USP, a point of differentiation or even ‘a reason to
believe.’
The ideas are the intangible forces that will propel your
brand forward. It is what is special about your brand, less
about what you do, more about the way you do it.
What are the special ideas that distinguish your brand?

PEOPLE &
RELATIONSHIPS
Business is all about people. People are the key stakeholders
for your brand; to multiply the effectiveness of your brand you are going to require more people who know and love
what you do or build deeper relationships with people you
already have a relationship. Either way, people are at the
heart of everything your brand stands for. Even the most
automated, digitised and technology led companies have
human interactions at their core.
Some of the people that you may be wishing to attract/get
closer too may include..
-

Existing Customers
New Customers
Suppliers/Contractors
Board Members
Existing Customers

Or you may just want some more Raving Fans to spread the
word…
Which people do you need to attract?
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YOUR
CHANNELS
How do you reach those people? Now that you have
identified who you must attract, how can you most
effectively reach them?
It can be any of or a combination of the following…
-

E-Newsletters
Trade Shows
Direct Mail
Social Media Campaigns
Information/Content Sharing
Microsites
Brochures/Print Collateral
Face-To-Face
Information In Specialist Journals

Which channels do you need to reach those people
who are going to strengthen your brand?

LITTLE IDEAS
When you know what you want to achieve, who you wish
to attract and how to reach those people, you have fulfilled
a large piece of the strategic part of this exercise. The next
stage is to let your imagination run wild and start thinking of
ways you can attract those people within the parameters set…
-

What stories can you tell?
What information can you share?
How can you engage those people?
What imaginative ideas do you have?

It is the energy and creativity of all of the little ideas that will
help to build a better perception of your overall brand in the
eyes of the people that matter.
Let’s generate some ideas...

MEASUREMENTS
Some activities will work better than others. It is important to
introduce even an elementary aspect of measurement into
your activities. Every activities, even those that aren’t digital
can be measured in some way.
How can you measure your activities?

MAP
After you have completed the
different exercises, fill out the
corresponding worksheet and you will
have your ‘plan-on-a-page.’
This will help you multiply the
effectiveness of your brand over the
forthcoming weeks and months. The
plan has been designed to maximise
impact and let you get started straight
away.
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WAY TO
MEASURE
ACTIVITIES

WAY TO
MEASURE
ACTIVITIES

WAY TO
MEASURE
ACTIVITIES

YOUR NEXT ACTIVITIES...

This guide has been designed completely with the aim of giving you the opportunity to get
started with a well-thought-through plan.

From the previous exercises and your Brand2 Map, what are the first activities you can
begin, to start building a more effective brand?
1

We are the loft. A branding & design agency based in the heart of Glasgow.
We help our clients create effective brand presences using strategy,
identity design, web design, graphic design, art-direction and social media
communications.
‘Design with Soul’ is not just a tag-line, it is a way of life.
We uncover the ‘big idea’ lying at the heart of your brand and then bring it
to life in the most imaginative way possible.

2

We hope that you have enjoyed this book and the exercises.

3

Click on the link, if you would like to take part in one of our Brand2
Seminars >>>

4
5
6
7

Or you can see more about what we do in the next pages or visit our
website >>>
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4,250
Event attendees

7%

ON THE
RISE.

85%

Welcome to our snapshot review of your Chamber’s activities in 2013.
The aim is to give you an at-a-glance summary of how the Chamber team
has been serving our members and our city over the last 12 months.
It covers everything from key influencer events to economic strategy,
from transport to youth employment.
We hope you are encouraged by this look back to what was a busy and
successful year. We know there is even greater success ahead in 2014,
which will be one of the most memorable in Glasgow’s long history.

INDEPENDENCE REFERENDUM

Member retention
(15% higher than
the UK average)

Initiated a Constitutional Committee to establish a robust process
in engaging with the constitutional referendum.
Held initial events with Yes Scotland and Better Together
campaigns.

30%
Increase in mid-size
company membership

PROJECTS

27%

Stuart Patrick, Chief Executive

YOUTH EMPLOYMENT

Increase in international
certification documents
processed

Led the setting up of the Youth Employment Advisory
Group, looking into cause, implication and solutions.
Schools and Business agreement with City Council (Every
secondary school to have relationship with Glasgow
business.)
Workforce Solutions assisted Chamber members to access
over £100,000 of funding, much of it aimed at employing
young people.

CITY CENTRE DEVELOPMENT

ECONOMIC STRATEGY
Launched glasgoweconomicleadership.com website.
Supported the work of the Glasgow Economic Leadership as board
member—plus support role in communications and the key sector work
streams including Higher education/Further education
Crowdfunding, The Scotland Perspective report published.
Campaigned to highlight Glasgow as UK technological centre of advanced
shipbuilding, including unique nature of the expertise and capabilities on the
Clyde.
Developed e-trade tester.

100%

15%

Record audience of

700

PROMOTING DEVELOPMENT

F R I DG E

Established a Commercial Property Forum, working with
Glasgow’s commercial property community.
Promoted city development - highlighting £6b activity underway,
completed or proposed.
Promoted the city on the international stage - e.g. attendance at
Expo Real in Munich.
Supported Glasgow City Council in successful bid to win £24m
Future Cities Demonstrator—including hosting lunch with UK
Government’s BIS Select Committee.
Established Memorandum of Understanding with Intelligent
Communities Forum.

ANG E LS

15%

£100,000
of funding was accessed
by Chamber members,
much of it aiming at
youth employment.

Campaigned for Air Passenger Duty removal and Air Route
Marketing support The former is an SNP referendum commitment
and the latter is being progressed with Glasgow Airport.
Also campaigned for fair treatment of Glasgow Airport following the
Scottish Government Prestwick acquisition.
Held first international influencer dinner in Dusseldorf following
launch of Lufthansa service.
Established International Trade forum.

CONSILIUM WEBSITE

Increase in carnet
documents processed

for the Glasgow
Business Awards ‘13

CONNECTIONS AND ACCESS

FRIDGE ANGELS BRAND IDENTITY

Increase in
Twitter
followers

Led a comprehensive business engagement project to
support development of the Glasgow City Centre strategy.
Established the Glasgow City Centre Retail Association
and successfully worked to extend core retail trading
hours.
Progressed the successful Business Improvement District
(BID) proposal for the non-pedestrianised stretch of
Sauchiehall Street up to Charing Cross.
Contributed to the development of the Licensing Policy
Statement with a number of the Chamber’s
recommendations made being adopted to create the
Licensing Policy Statement.

Increase in platinum
partners/partners
for Glasgow

POLITICAL CONTACT PROGRAMME
Face to face engagement, including:
UK Government BIS Select Committee
Pensions Minister Steve Webb MP
Scottish Government ministers - Nicola Sturgeon, Michael Russell and
Shona Robison
City MSPs and MPs - Sandra White MSP, Ruth Davidson MSP, Patrick
Harvie MSP, Bob Doris MSP, Anas Sarwar MP, Ann McKechin MP and
David Mundell MP
Quarterly meetings with City Council Leader Councillor Gordon
Matheson

Launched/

glasgow
economic
leadership
.com

2014 COMMONWEALTH GAMES
Developed a statement of intent for the 2014 Games and proposed Get
Ready Glasgow programme.
Spoke at launch event and welcomed single source website, one stop
shop for information and business marketing brand ‘Our Games Our
Welcome.’
Tested business engagement in British Cycling Road Race event in June.
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“It is good to literally ‘take a step back’ from your business and to examine how you engage with your market.
At Young Enterprise Scotland we welcomed the chance to do this in an open and supportive way The Loft. It
was great to come away with new ideas to develop as well as taking the time to evaluate what we already do –
a highly worthwhile exercise!”
Geoff Leask, CEO of Young Enterprise Scotland

“Your Brand2 is a wonderful tool that will help you explore your brand and give you insight like never before. We
had worked extensively to redevelop our brand and how we communicate our proposition to the world, when
we were first approached by the Loft to run a Your Brand2 session. I saw it as an opportunity to review how far
we had come. However the session provided much much more!
Refining our proposition, honing our activities, and further focusing the company was all achieved in a single
session. We left with actionable outcomes and practicle advice about how to effectively develop our brand and
our relationship with our customers.”
Dr Scott Sherwood, CEO of Dynamically Loaded

designwithsoul@theloft.co

@tlcstudios

0141 354 1595

107 Bell Street Glasgow G4 0TQ

The Loft Creative Studios

www.theloft.co

